Closing Grain & Soybean Comments
Kevin Riesberg Thursday, October 3, 2013
CORN: Corn closed slightly better in mostly technical trade with continued support from the rallying wheat market
and wet weather hampering corn harvest next day or two. With little fundamental news to trade thanks to the US
govt shut down (no weekly export sales report) the market is resorting to following technicals more closely.
Informa is out tomorrow morning and traders anticipate them to increase their yield from their last number of 157.2
bpa. Farmer selling remains light with next round of offers thought to lie closer to $4.50 on Dec corn. Spot basis
levels are holding firm until harvest gets further along and space becomes more of an issue. Country contacts
report that without a board rally, the US producer is likely to be a patient seller until next spring when they need
cash flow and then again toward the summer months. In the table below we compare current basis levels at the
Gulf and some processor markets vs other recent years with large ending stocks and carryout to use ratios.

We see that the CIF market for June/July is in line with 2006 values or even stronger than one would expect given
the low USDA forecast for exports. The interior processor markets though for June and July do seem to relatively
strong compared to 2006 (year with most similar Carryout to use ratio). Now there are a lot of dynamics in play yet
with the largest being what is the true size of the current crop. If the yield does not increase much from the current
level or forecasts of ending stocks of over 2.1 bln bu are too large because export demand is more robust then
June/July values were appear to be more line with 2010. US farmer holds the key and right now they are not in a
selling mood (which is supportive to Oct/Nov/Dec basis and nearby corn spreads). Technically Dec corn remains
in a $4.35 to 4.50 short term trading range with Informa numbers tomorrow to set the tone.
WHEAT: Wheat closed higher again led by KC though some late profit taking knocked gains back. KC wheat has
rallied 10 days straight for a gain of over 73 cents so a correction heading into the weekend would not be a
surprise. Similar
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been triggered by a combination of concern about shrinking size of Argentine wheat crop that is forcing Brazilian
mills to cover with more North American wheat (US and Canada) along with concern of deteriorating quality of
Russian and Black Sea wheat and slow winter wheat plantings there. The wheat/corn spread and wheat
technicals turned positive and so encourage short covering the by spec funds. HRW basis has softened in recent
days with the futures rally and the nearby futures spread inverting. With a large row crop harvest in coming the
next few weeks and lack of carry, country elevators are likely to move wheat out. SRW CIF values also under
pressure yesterday and today. Look for softer trade overnight with Canada Stats report to set the tone in the
morning.
SOY-COMPLEX: The soy-complex surged higher on technical buying and concern about slowing harvest pace after
a wave of rains are moving
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export news on beans is quiet with China on holiday this week and should pick back up next week. For now
$13.00 remains a strong resistance point for SX given the big yields on the first 10-20% of harvest.

This material has been prepared by a sales or trading employee or agent of R.J. O’Brien and is, or is in the nature of, a solicitation. This
material is not a research report prepared by R.J. O’Brien’s Research Department. By accepting this communication, you agree that you are an
experienced user of the futures markets, capable of making independent trading decisions, and agree that you are not, and will not, rely solely on
this communication in making trading decisions.
DISTRIBUTION IN SOME JURISDICTIONS MAY BE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW. PERSONS IN POSSESSION OF THIS
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The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is a suitable
investment. Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not indicative of future results. Trading
advice is based on information taken from trades and statistical services and other sources that R.J. O’Brien believes are reliable. We do not
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guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied upon as such. Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment
at a specific time and is subject to change without notice. There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades.
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